The object of this paper is to discuss intermediation on-line from the perspective of two-sided markets. It builds a simple model of the intermediation activity when trading partners are involved into a commercial relationship and uses it to illustrate some of the results that emerge in the two-sided market literature, as well as to discuss some new aspects. The first part concentrates on a monopoly intermediation service and discusses both efficient pricing and monopoly pricing. The second part builds on Jullien and Caillaud (2003) to discuss the nature of competition between intermediaries.
Introduction
Some of the major innovations associated with digital communication technologies concern the process of intermediation (see for instance the survey on electronic commerce in The Economist (February 2000) ). Traditional brick and mortar intermediation provides several services in an integrated system. It manages various information flows. It provides physical facilities for the exchange process (transport, storage, exhibition). Digital technologies leads to separate these two types of functions, exploiting the drastic reduction in the cost of information processing and of telecommunications associated with NTIC. It thus becomes important to understand how a sector specialized in information management can organized itself. We refer to this activity as info-mediation. A key characteristic of on-line info-mediation is that it incurs very small variable costs.
Considering at a general level the intermediation activity on-line, one find two main functions that are performed: a) identify profitable trade opportunities, b) help to determinate the precise terms of trade. There are also numerous other information services that the intermediary can propose and that are derivatives of these two base functions (advice, billing, accounting, stock/flow management...). To this respect on-line intermediation offers a wide range of possibilities. Some sites such as Zdnet are specialized in providing information on products, sellers or prices 1 . In BtoB one tendency is to start with a simple matching service offered to a particular industry to move toward offering a full supply chain management service. 2 Websites like eBay or Priceline offer the two services at a disaggregated level. 3 Despite their diversity, most of these activities have in common that a key determinant of the value of the service is the size of potential trading partners that an agent can reach. 4 Although there were already some consideration about these aspects in the analysis of traditional intermediation 5 , recent work on various related domains have contributed to highlight the two-sided nature of the intermediation activities (see Rochet and Tirole (2004a) ) for a general presentation).
At the intuitive level, the concept of two-sided markets refer to situations where one or several competing "platforms" provide services that are used by two types of trading partners to interact and operate an exchange. Examples of two-sided markets that differ from on-line intermediation include -Payment card systems. 6 Here the two sides of the markets are mer- 1 Nextag for instance proposes a search engine to compare products and prices over all funishers. 2 Examples are Sciquest for life sciences, or eSteel for steel constructions. VerticalNet is an example of on-line supply management not specialised on a particular industry. 3 eBay allows the sellers to choose the auction format within a menu. Priceline is an airline ticket reservation service that allows clients to post a destination and a desired price, letting the airlines react to the clients' offers. 4 There are other externalities involved that are ignored in this paper. In particular the terms of trade may be affected by the degree of concentration on each side of the market, one side benefiting from being concentrated. 5 See for instance Yanelle (1989) . 6 See Rochet and Tirole (2002) chants and buyers who conduct a transaction and use the card as a mean of payment.
-Shopping malls. 7 Here the two sides of the markets are merchants and buyers.
-Video game console: the seller of the technology offers a platform on which developers offer video games to consumers. It charges consumers for the console, and royalties to developers.
The literature then emphasizes the indirect network effects 8 involved in these activities. These effects generate a well known chicken&egg problem: a customer on one side of the market will be willing to participate to the platform activity only if he expects a sufficient participation from the other side. In such a context platforms are going to offer a price structure which may include prices that agents have to pay if their want to participate to the activity of the platform (registration or membership fees), as well as prices related to the level of activity on the platform such as transaction fees that are payed once an exchange takes place. The platform will have to account for the demand externalities when designing the price structure. To this extent the literature on monopoly platforms is related to the literature on the multi-product firm, where the goods are complements. On the other hand the literature on competing platforms is more related to the literature on competing networks.
The objective of this paper is to build a simple model of the intermediation activity when trading partners are involved into a commercial relationship and to use it to illustrate some of the results that emerge in the two-sided market literature, as well as to discuss some new aspects. The first part concentrates on a monopoly intermediation service and discusses both efficient pricing and monopoly pricing. The second part builds on Jullien and Caillaud (2003) to discuss the nature of competition between platforms. sumers and producers. A mass of consumers can buy electronic goods from independent producers on the web. There is a continuum of producers that can potentially sell these products through the web. Each producer is seen as selling a different product.
The intermediary provides a service that helps consumers to find a product. Firms and consumers register to the intermediary. Then consumers can get access to the list of products, characteristics and prices, and the service assists them in identifying their match if it is registered. Accessing to this search technology involves an opportunity cost for the consumer (because of complexity, inadequate search process, delay). This cost can also be seen as the value for the consumer of using an alternative technology to find a trading partner. Let F (c) be the mass of consumers with an opportunity cost less than c. Each firm faces a fixed cost of providing the good through the platform. The products are ranked by increasing order of fixed cost and the mass of producers with a fixed cost below some level k is H(k). Normalize by assuming that the total population is 1 on each side and that all other costs are zero. In what follows it will most often be assumed that these distributions are continuous with a corresponding densities h(k) and f (c), although the key results hold for arbitrary distributions.
Let m be the mass of producers on the intermediary service, and n be the mass of consumers. Assume that each consumer has a probability to have a trading partner on the platform equal to the mass m of producers. Let P be the probability that a trade occurs between two trading partners when they are both active on the platform (this requires that the two partners are matched and find an agreement). The total volume of transaction generated by the platform is V = nmP, where mn is the number of potential pairs of partners. Denote by s the expected surplus of a consumer conditional on having a potential trading partner on the platform, then the expected surplus that a consumer derives from participating to the platform process is ms − c. 9 The expected surplus s accounts for both the probability that a trade occur (P ), and for the expected value generated by the exchange. Similarly, π is the expected profit per consumer (ignoring the fixed cost k) that a producer derives from his participation, so that the surplus of the producer is nπ − k. Again π is the product of P and of the expected profit per transaction.
The instruments of the intermediary In this set-up, the financial resources that the intermediary can use to finance its activities depend what is observed.
• Registration fees: The intermediary may impose registration fees p for consumers and q for the producers. This requires that participation can be monitored at a low cost, and that micropayment are not too costly. This is satisfied in most BtoB activities, but in some BtoC or CtoC activities it too costly to charge the participation of consumers, at least before a match is performed.
• Transaction fees: The intermediary may charge transaction fees t C and t P for respectively the consumers and the producers. This requires to monitor transactions. In some case only one side of the market may be charged. When intermediation leads to some commercial transactions with a transfer negotiated between the two parties and only transactions can be monitored (not matches), only the total fee t = t u + t D matters, as the producer will adjust its price to any rebalancing of the fees between the two parties. Thus in this case again only one fee can be considered. Denote by T the set of feasible transaction fees. The expected surplus of producers is then π = π(t), while the consumers surplus is s = s(t), and the volume of transaction is P (t)mn. 10 Typically π(t) + s(t) decreases with t. 10 A simple model goes as follows. At the time they choose to access the service, consumers do not know which products they will be willing to buy. They connect to the web, and only after, each consumer draws randomly a single product that she wishes to consume (her valuation being 0 for the others). At this stage she does not know yet what will be her precise valuation for the good nor its price. Then she has to find whether the product is available, what are its precise characteristics and its price. For this she has access to the search technology of the intermediary.
Once the match is done, the consumer observes her final valuation w for the good as well as the price quoted by the producer. The distribution of w determines a demand function D(.) for the good that is assumed to be the same for all goods. Given that all consumers are alike at the time the producers decide on the price and that consumers learn the price and w only after the search process is completed, producers will choose the pricep(t) net of t P that maximizespD(p + t). Let λ be the probability that a match is performed when the pair is present, then the expected participation profit is π(t) = λp(t)D(p(t) + t), while s(t) is equal to λ R ∞ p(t)+t D(w)dw and P (t) = λD(p(t) + t).
• Advertising: advertising is a way to finance the activity that can be analyzed using the multi-sided market approach. 11 It will not be considered here.
• Bundling with information goods: One way to attract customers is to include the intermediation service in a bundlle with other information services that are not affected by network externalities. This includes the activities of portals, but also billing, accounting or any other information services for BtoB.
3 Externalities and surplus
Registration fees and participation externalities
Assume for the moment that the intermediary just use registration fees, so that T = {0}. The surplus s, the profit π and P are thus exogenous. The profit of a producers with an entry cost k is nπ − q − k and the expected surplus of a consumer with an opportunity cost c is ms − p − c. A producer joins the platform if k ≤ nπ − q, while a consumer joins if c ≤ ms − p. We thus obtain:
The two-sided nature of the market is embedded in the fact that the demand addressed by one side of the market depends on the demand on the other side. Combining the two equations we find that the mass of consumers joining the platform is solution of the reduced form equilibrium condition:
The volume of trade V is then proportional to the product of the market shares on the two sides:
The model thus involves an indirect network externality between consumers: although consumers are not directly affected by other consumers, in equilibrium, each consumer creates a positive externality on the others through its impact on the producers' participation. 12 The reduced form is then similar to a model of network externality. This type of externalities are referred to as "membership externalities" in Rochet and Tirole (2003) .
The model may thus exhibit multiple equilibria and inefficiencies. In what follows we focus on stable equilibria where stability refers to a dynamic adjustment process where the two sides alternate in their registration choice and respond myopically to the other side market share.
As this is not the object of the paper we shall assume that there exist at most one equilibrium with a positive level of activity. This the case for instance if F and H are concave and bounded on [0, +∞[. This is also the case if the two distribution H and F are Dirac, with H(π) = F (s) = 1. In both cases, there can be at most one equilibrium with positive activity as F (H(nπ−q)s−p) can cross the diagonal with a slope less than one (stability) only once.
It is immediate to see that with positive prices p and q, there always exists an equilibrium where no agent register. This is because no agent would pay to register if he anticipates that the other side refuses to get "on board".
A key point for what will follow is that for negative consumer registration fee p, and provided that q < F (−p)π, no activity is not an equilibrium and thus there exists a unique equilibrium allocation and it involves a positive activity on the platform.
Consider now an allocation with positive demands on both sides. Denote
Assuming differentiability, the system of demand functions verifies
An increase in the price q leads to a direct reduction h of the mass of producers. This induces an adverse effect on the participation of consumers, and through the externality, a further reduction θh of m, and so on. The overall multiplier effect associated with this feedback effect is
s . The coefficient θ thus captures the feedback effect. Total surplus then writes as
The brackets separate the consumers' surplus and the producers' surplus. The link between the two sides of the market is captured first by the product term mn in both surpluses. Thus:
The term π + s is the total expected surplus per pair of partners, while mn is the number of pairs. The other two terms are the opportunity costs of the agents joining the platform. Differentiating the surplus yields after some computation:
dn dq dW dp = (q + ns) dm dp + (p + mπ) dn dp
To understand the formula, consider first the term q +ns. For a fixed demand size n, subsidizing entry of producers creates a distortion as in a competitive market: this is captured by the term q equal to the gross surplus of the marginal producer. This distortion vanishes at q = 0. Therefore for a fixed consumers' participation the optimal price would be equal to the marginal costs of servicing producers . But inducing more entry of producers also benefits directly to consumers since it increases their chance to find their desired product. The value of this externality is s par consumer, hence the term ns dm dq
. The last term then accounts for the demand externalities and the fact that reducing the price q also raises the participation of consumers.
Lemma 1 A small subsidy on each side of the market is welfare improving compared to the case where prices are equal to marginal cost.
To interpret further the results denote x = ms − p; y = nπ − q the surplus gross of opportunity cost of a participant on each side of the market. Then
From this formula it is immediate that welfare maximization requires to set x = H(y) (π + s) = m (π + s) and y = n (π + s) . The interpretation is straightforward. Consumers should participate as long as their opportunity cost is smaller than the total surplus generated by their participation, which includes their surplus ms but the also the positive externality on the other side of the market mπ (π for each of the m producers).
Thus welfare maximizing prices will not coincide with marginal costs to account for externalities. Indeed optimality will call for subsidies. More precisely, provided that demand are not inelastic, welfare maximizing prices verify (using p = ms − x and q = nπ − y):
Proposition 2 The welfare maximizing subsidy for producers the total consumers' surplus per producer, and for consumers, the total expected producers' profit per consumer.
One view about this result is that one should subsidize more the less profitable side of the market.
Notice that, as all the producers benefit, they have a collective interest in subsidizing the entry of consumers. So even in the absence of government intervention, the market may organize so as to provide incentives to entry. In particular, when introducing intermediation, intermediaries may internalize this effect through their pricing policies. The question will then be whether intermediaries have proper incentives to do so.
Transaction fees
Let us now allow for transaction fees. To simplify, tax neutrality is assumed so that only the total transaction fee is allowed. Let s(t) be the per producer expected surplus of a consumer, and π(t)) be the per consumer expected profit of a producer.
For a given price structure the allocation now verifies
while the volume of trade is V = mnP (t). An increase in the transaction fee has two effects. First for a given volume of trade it affects negatively the trading parties' surplus. Here this is captured by the fact that π 0 (t) ≤ 0 and s 0 (t) ≤ 0. Second it affects the volume of trade on the platform for a given participation level:
the expected total surplus from a pair of partners. Then typically S(t) is non-increasing in t in the range of positive transaction fees. An increase in the transaction fee leads to a reduction in participation as the net profit and the net consumers surplus decrease:
Let us now consider welfare maximization when transaction fees are used. Welfare writes as
Using as before x = ms(t) − p and y = nπ(t) − q we find that
Notice that for any t, the platform can control the surpluses x and y through an adequate choice of registration fees. Thus the platform has enough instruments to control for both the volume of trade and the participation levels. Welfare maximizing prices must then verify
The transaction fee should be used to correct for the inefficiency in the trade process. Typically, in the case of commercial transactions, there is a suboptimal level of trade so that the fee should be negative so as to induce efficient trade whenever this is feasible. 13 A particular case that will be discussed later is one where the total surplus per match is not affect by the transaction fee, S(t) = S for all t ∈ T (this is the case for instance if the trading parties share a fixed surplus S and T = [0, S]). Then the level of transaction fee can be anything provided that registration fees are adjusted consequently.
The last equations have the same interpretation as before: x is the opportunity cost of the marginal consumer and should be equal to the total surplus generated by its participation. Then, using the definition of x and y, we see that optimal registration fees verify:
Typically, the registration fees may be negative to induce adequate internalization of the network effects by the participants.
Usage externalities
The work of Rochet and Tirole (2003) focuses on the impact of the structure of transaction fees on the efficiency of trade, what they refer to as usage.
In their model, there is no registration cost, the terms of trade between the producers and the consumers are fixed and each side faces a fee t U or t D . Then trade occurs whenever both parties derive a surplus larger than his fee, leading to a volume of trade proportional to the product n(t C )m(t P ) where n(t C ) (resp. m(t P )) is the mass of consumers (resp. producers) willing to trade at fee t C (resp. t P ).
According to their terminology there is no two-sided aspect related to usage in the current model. (2004a)): Assume no registration fees, the usage interaction on the platform is one-sided if the volume of transaction depends only on the aggregate transaction fee, i.e. is insensitive to the reallocation of this total fee between the consumer and the producer.
Definition 3 (Rochet and Tirole
In the case of two-sided usage externalities, both the total transaction fee and its repartition between the parties matter for efficiency.
According to their definition our model is one sided if there is no registration fees, in particular it cannot involve cross-subsidies as only t matters. Notice however that, by reducing the gains from trade, a tax on transactions also affects the participation levels. Increasing t would also mean reducing participation of both sides of the market. In terms of externalities, it is then difficult to distinguish between one-sided or two-sided usage.
In other words, an increase in the transaction fee directly reduces the participation level of consumers which in turn reduces the expected gain of a producer participating to the platform. And the reverse holds for the participation of producers. In the case of participation externality, the determination of the usage fee must account for a two-sided dimension "mediated" through the participation levels.
As discussed in Rochet and Tirole (2004a) , even in our context of tax neutrality, usage may be two-sided if the intermediary intervenes on the terms of trade either directly or through sophisticated tariffs such as a nonlinear fee. Suppose for instance that in addition to set transaction fees, the intermediary can monitor the transaction pricep between the trading parties. Then it is optimal for the intermediary to use a direct control of the pricep, to raise the surplus from trade, as in Wright (2003) , and then to use transaction fees t C and t P to recoup the profit and to control for the participation levels of both side. In this case usage will be two-sided.
Ramsey pricing
Notice that at the welfare maximizing prices profit Π = −mn (s(t) + π(t) + P (t)t) is negative. The platform thus runs a deficit and should be subsidized. Consider now the case where the platform is benevolent but subject to a non negative profit condition. Here we may think of the platform as a cooperative jointly owned by the community of consumers and producers.
The profit of the platform is
Maximizing total surplus under zero profit yields the constrained optimal allocation. Optimal Ramsey prices are such that the transaction fee t is set at the level that maximizes the surplus generated by each match S(t), while registration fees are used to cover the fixed cost, as before.
To see that, let γ be the shadow value of the budget constraint, the optimality obtains by
It is then immediate that the optimal transaction verifies as before
In any case transaction fees should maximize the total surplus per match.
The reason is that all efficiency gains in the trading process can be recoup through the transaction fees.
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The participation levels are then given by
corresponding to registration fees
The results state that in order to balance the budget it is optimal to use the transaction fee to maximize the surplus conditional on participation and to rely on fixed payments for the financing. This is similar to an optimal two-part tariff rule and it is related to the fact that apart from the fixed cost of participation, all individuals are identical ex-ante. In a more general set-up one would rely on the all prices so that t would be larger. Notice that in our model this implies that the platform runs a deficit on transactions A second consequence is that whether the consumers or the producers will be subsidized depends on two considerations: how much surplus they create for the other side, and the elasticity of demand.
For instance suppose that there is no transaction fees, T = {0}
, thus if a consumer exerts a relatively high externality compared to a producer, and consumers participation is very sensitive to the price. In this case, a slight reduction of the price p is very beneficial as it leads to a large increase in the participation level of consumers and a high externality on producers.
Monopoly pricing
Let us now consider the case of a monopoly intermediary. In what follows we shall contrast the case where the monopoly has access to a full set of instruments to various relevant scenarios. Unless stated we assume that there is no coordination problem so that the equilibrium with positive participation of both sides emerges.
The monopoly profit is equal to Π = mnP (t)t + pn + qm. When maximizing its profit, the monopoly will account for externalities through the impact of the participation level of one side on the willingness to pay on the other side. To follow the welfare analysis, denote as before x = ms(t) − p and y = nπ(t) − q. Then profit is given by Π = mnS(t) − xn − ym. Let us view the monopoly as choosing x, y and t. Then the condition for t writes
Thus, transaction fees should be set at a level that maximizes the total surplus generated by the transactions of a pair of customers. As in the case of Ramsey pricing, it serves the purpose of enhancing the surplus while the registration fees are used to share this surplus. As pointed above, the result is related to the two-part tariff literature and the fact that faced to an homogenous population, a monopoly would set a two-part tariff with a unit price equal to marginal cost (which maximizes the total surplus from consumption). Building on this literature one can then anticipate factors that would raise the transaction fee. For instance consumers or producers heterogeneity, or risk aversion 15 may lead to higher transaction fees. Similarly if the surplus from trade is affected by the quality of intermediation, a positive transaction fee may help in providing adequate incentive to the intermediation platform.
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leading to registration prices
For instance if the value of m and q were fixed, and t = 0, the monopoly price on consumers would be p = n f (x)
. The monopoly price internalizes two other effects. First for t different from zero, each new participant generates mP (t)t additional income. Second, each new participant creates an externality that allows to raise the price on the other side of the market, by an amount mπ(t) for a constant other side's participation.
Our results imply that, whenever the surplus per match decreases with t on the nonnegative range, transaction fees should be non-positive. Positive 15 With risk averse participants, a positive transaction fee may help in providing some insurance to the participants. 16 Hagiu (2004) develops an argument along this line, where transaction fees are negative. Hagiu then examines a sequential pricing and participation game (producers than consumers). He points to the fact that running a deficit on transactions allow to raise the producers' registration fee but may hinder the incentives to attract consumers hereafter. The ability to commit on future prices for consumers then matters for the conclusion. Without such a commitment, transaction fees will be higher. transaction fees could be motivated by some failure to charge registration fees. This is clearly the case if registration fees are two costly to implement on both sides. In other cases one side of the market is not charged at all (this is the case for portals or eBay). Now suppose that it is too costly to charge consumers (because they face transaction costs) but that transactions can be monitored (p = 0, t 6 = 0). Then x = ms(t), and it is not possible anymore to separate the determination of the surplus per match and the participation decision of consumers. Given that a positive transaction fee is passed through to the consumers, it is a way to force consumers to participate to the financing of the activity. Thus transaction fees may be substitutes for registration fees.
Tying as a coordination device
Let us now come back on the assumption that consumers coordinate on the positive participation level equilibrium allocation for all prices.
For non-negative prices, there exists an allocation where no side register. Whether agents will coordinate on the positive participation level or not depends on their beliefs about what the other side is doing.
Thus beliefs matter, and for agents to participate it is essential that there are confident in the participation of the others. This can be interpreted as a reputation effect. Such an interpretation in terms of reputation is developed for instance in Jullien (2000) . The paper examines the optimal pricing strategy of an incumbent network challenged by a competing network, and analyzes the effect of price discrimination. The privileged position of the incumbent on the market is modeled as a reputation effect, based on the idea that each agent anticipates that others will coordinate on the incumbent or at least on the most favorable allocation for the incumbent. This is referred to as domination in beliefs. Assuming that agents coordinate on the positive demand equilibrium amounts to the same assumption.
For this section, suppose that the intermediary has no reputation. If it wants to be sure that the consumers and the producers will join the network, it needs to set prices such that q < F (−p)π or p < H(−q)s. Assume it does the former and sets the registration fees in such a way that a large enough population of consumers are willing to join even if there is no producer on the platform. Thus the intermediary has to incur significant acquisition costs for consumers, inducing a loss that is recouped with the revenue derived from the registration fees of producers or the taxation of transactions.
This strategy is referred to as "divide and conquer" ( see Innes and Sexton (1993) for an application to monopoly pricing with economies of scale).
One difficulty with this concept is that it leads to a payment to consumers and thus may induce agents with no perspective of trade to join. The cost may then be huge as the intermediary may have to pay a large population to attract a small one. An alternative interpretation is that the payment is in kind rather than monetary.
To achieve this goal, the intermediary may tie some good or service with registration so as to create a value to registration for consumers even if producers do not participate. This interpretation is particularly attractive in the context of on-line intermediation because information goods involve mostly a fixed production cost and no distribution cost. This point is emphasized for instance in Bakos and Brynjolfsson (1999) to explain the emergence of large bundles. For our concern, what matters is that the intermediary will not be too concerned about the extra cost of subsidizing the good to consumers not interested in the intermediation activity.
Suppose that there is an overall population of consumers of size N + 1. The mass N consists of consumers who are not interested in intermediation, and face no registration costs. The mass 1 of the rest of consumers is as described before. Any subsidy to consumers would then lead the N consumers to join. Suppose that the intermediary has a good to sell that can be bundled with participation. Let v be the utility gain obtained by a consumer when consuming the information good proposed by the intermediary, assumed to be the same for all. Suppose that the variable cost is null. The intermediary must have some market power over the good, as otherwise the agents could obtain the full value with some competitor. Assume it is a monopoly, the profit from the sale of the good in case there is no bundling is thus (N + 1)v.
Suppose that the firm wants to provide the intermediation service but cannot set negative registration fees for the reason exposed above. The intermediary can decide to provide intermediation tied with the information good. Then at price (p, q) , there will be a unique positive and active participation equilibrium if q < F (v − p)π. The total maximal profit is then This will be profitable if it yields more profit than the sale of the product alone, where the cost is that the price p has to be strictly lower than v. The condition is thus
Tie-in may help solving coordination failures generated by the two-sided nature of the market.
Competing intermediaries

Competition with exclusivity
From the preceding part, it appears that neither marginal cost pricing nor monopoly pricing would achieve an efficient allocation. One then wonders whether competition between two or more platforms can generate a more efficient allocation. So suppose now that there are two identical intermediation platforms, 1 and 2, that compete on the market. For the moment we concentrate on the case where consumers or producers can only register with one intermediary. This case is referred to as exclusivity. Notice that an efficient allocation in this set-up requires that all agents register with the same intermediary.
In such a context, due to network effects, the competitive pressure tends to favor the concentration of the activity on a single intermediation platform. For this discussion, I thus focus on equilibria where only one platform is active, the other only exerting a competitive pressure. Caillaud and Jullien (2001, 2003 ) study a simplified version of this model. Their set-up assumes that the transaction fee is non-distortionary. In our setup we say that transaction fees are non-distortionary if there exists constants S and P such that:
-S(t) ≡ S and P (t) ≡ P .
Thus neither the total surplus nor the probability of trade is affected by transactions fees. In this case both the optimal Ramsey transaction fee and the monopoly transaction fee are indeterminate. Their model assumes also that full taxation is possible, namely that T = [0,
S P
]. Then by setting the maximal transaction fee the platform can appropriate the full surplus P t = S. They then set a competitive benchmark by showing that in this set-up the equilibrium involves zero profits.
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Proposition 4 (Caillaud and Jullien, 2003) : Assume that transaction fees are not distortionary and that full taxation is feasible, then any equilibrium involves a single active intermediary with zero profits.
To understand the result consider an equilibrium where all active agents register to the same platform, say platform 1. 18 Let us denote as before x = ms(t) − p and y = nπ(t) − q the total expected gross surplus and profit for each side at the active platform. We thus have n = F (x), m = H(y) and Π = mnS − xn − ym. Now suppose that Π > 0. Then the inactive platform could simply set t so that P t = S (full taxation) and price p = −x (−ε) , q = −y (−ε) , where ε is small and positive. Given that all the surplus from trade is taxed away, consumers would receive a utility from this competing platform that is independent from the other side participation level: x (+ε)−c and larger than the equilibrium profit with the other platform. With these prices it is dominant for an agent to join the second platform if it registers somewhere.
19 Thus F (x) consumers would join, as well as H(y). But doing so the inactive intermediary could obtain the intermediary profit Π. Thus it must be the case that the profit vanishes in equilibrium. We thus obtain a contestability result.
The second question is whether the equilibrium is efficient. In Caillaud and Jullien (2000) , this is indeed the case as neither consumers nor producers face an opportunity cost to join the platform. F and H are just Dirac distributions so that a single platform with the whole population is efficient. Whether efficiency extends to the case of an elastic participation remains an open question. Clearly the efficient allocation will be one equilibrium, but it has to be shown whether it is the unique one. 17 Their results as all results in this literature require some restrictions on the way consumers and producers select their platform. While there are many alternatives discussed in the literature, they would all lead to same conclusion for the competitive benchmark. Although important, these selection issues are rather concpetual and technical, so I leave them aside. 18 A similar argument would show that two intermediaries cannot be active. 19 Remind that there is at most one allocation where a single platform serves the market at any price structure. Therefore a consumer cannot expect to have more than m producers on a platform at the exhibited prices.
Distortionary transaction fees
The above reasoning depends on the assumption that transaction fees are non-distortionary which is very peculiar. Indeed the idea is that an intermediary can use the transaction fee to capture the full surplus generated by the platform, and the (negative) registration fees to redistribute this surplus and control for participation. For this type of strategy, it is essential to dispose of a non distortionary pricing instrument. So the relevance of the result may be somewhat limited in practice. One may then conjecture that as soon as S(t) decreases with t, equilibria may involves positive profits.
To illustrate this let us assume that transaction fees are not available (Caillaud and Jullien, 2001 ). Then the most efficient competitive strategy takes the form of "divide and conquer". Again suppose that platform 1 serves the market alone at price p and q. Suppose that the masses n and m of consumers and producers are fixed, n = m = 1 (zero participation costs). Then a strategy that allows platform 2 to capture the market takes the following form:
Divide: platform 2 sets a price p 2 = −x = p − s < 0 Conquer: platform 2 sets a price q 2 = π + inf{0, q} A symmetric strategy can be used reverting the role of the two sides. The idea of the strategy is that the platform subsidies the consumers (or the producers) to convince them to join. Once the participation of one side of the market is obtained, this creates a bandwagon effect that allows the platform to recoup the subsidy through the registration fees payed by the other side of the market. At prices p 2 , it is dominant for consumers to join platform 2. But, observing that, producers have the choice between: buying from platform 1 at price q (if q < 0), staying out (if q > 0) or joining platform 2 and getting π − q 2 .
This type of divide and conquer strategies are particular instances of more general strategies that emerge when networks compete and are able to price discriminate between users with different valuations of network effects. 20 The networks will "buy" the participation of some types of users in order to create value for other users.
It is clear that in the context of competing intermediaries the choice of the best target for the subsidy accounts for two aspects:
-The group must be easy to divide, meaning that it is willing to separate from the others for a smaller subsidy than others;
-The group must be attractive for other participants, meaning that other agents are willing to pay a relatively large amount to join this group.
Thus consumers will be the natural target if s < π, so that they have less to gain than producers in the interaction.
These types of strategies allow to show, that despite network effects, there is limited scope for platform market power. Indeed in the simple case where F and H are Dirac at zero, if platform 1 is active in equilibrium, it must be the case that p 2 + q 2 ≤ 0 or
Still, there is the possibility of market power and positive profits for the active platform. Indeed, from above we see that the profitability for platform 2 under the Divide and Conquer strategy is independent of the registration fee payed by producers whenever it is positive, q > 0. The reason is that once platform 2 has convinced consumers to join, producers are no longer willing to pay this fee. The active platform may as well set q large. 21 Based on these arguments, Caillaud and Jullien (2001, 2003) show that there exist equilibria with a single active platform and positive profits. The result relies on very little restrictions being imposed on the way consumers and producers coordinate. One way out is to limit the potential extent of coordination failure due to network externalities by imposing additional restrictions on the process governing the allocation of consumers and producers between the two intermediation platforms. For instance, Ambrus and Argenziano (2003) restore zero profit for an homogeneous population by imposing some conditions limiting the extent of coordination failure. Gabszewitcz and Wauthy (2004) reaches a similar conclusion assuming passive expectation. 22 21 Given the symmetric condition for q and p, if π > s, the prices are p = s − π, q = inf{π, 2(π − s)} leading to profit Π = inf{s, π − s} > 0.
22 Passive expectations are not consistent with subgame perfection in a two-stage game
In the most reasonable case where transaction fees have distortionary effects or cannot be implemented, and preferences are non-linear, one cannot hardly expect competition to fully discipline the market. Interestingly Ambrus and Argenziano (2003) exhibit in the case of heterogeneous populations asymmetric equilibria that involves positive profit and two active platforms. There seems to be some connection between their result and the analysis of quality choice in vertical differentiation models. In the latter case, one firm chooses a high quality, the other chooses a low quality. In two-sided markets, one can view the mass of producers as vertical quality parameter for consumers, since increasing m raises the value for all consumers. Similarly n is a vertical differentiation parameter for producers. One difference is that these vertical dimensions are concomitant with demand formation. In their equilibrium one platform chooses a high quality/high price on consumers (m high) and a low quality/low price on producers (n low), while the other chooses the symmetric strategic. The platforms then achieve an endogenous vertical differentiation and therefore positive profits. The same phenomenon will be discussed in the case of multi-homing.
Non-negative prices, gifts and tying
The second point is that the two types of strategies discussed above involve negative payments. These payments moreover are not artefact due for instance to a cost normalization. Negativity of some payments is embedded into the nature of the strategies. As already discussed, a possible interpretation is one where the intermediary offers a gift to consumers accepting to register, or is tying some good providing a positive value. Let us now come back on that. There are two alternative commercial strategies that can be used to provide some subsidies to consumers, depending on the nature of the good tied.
In one scenario, these operations are short run commercial strategies targeted at some groups for some period of time. One may think here of advertising campaign, special offers, gifts limited in period of time, discriminatory subsidies...These fit well the above story as such strategy can be adjusted as fast as the prices. If we define the net price as p − a where a is the "acquisiwhere platforms set prices and then consumers and producers register. Notice however that it would be compatible with a bayesian equilibrium of the same two-stage game where each side of the market see only its prices but not the other side's prices, which seems to fit their equilibrium analysis.
tion cost" and if a spend on a consumer yields a units of monetary-equivalent utility , we can interpret a negative price as a > 0 and p = 0. The platform would then choose both p and a, or equivalently p − a. However such short run strategies have limited scope.
In another scenario, the intermediary is active on several products that are offered on a permanent basis. This is for instance the case of portals, or of information sites (ZDnet). In this case, the previous analysis may not apply if the value of these additional services is large. A difference with above is that the choice of the bundle is already made when platforms decides on prices and cannot be adjusted in the short run. Remind that information goods have negligeable variable cost, so that in the case of information goods the ratio of value to price may be large. The key difference when services tied are valuable enough is that customers may be willing to stay client of a particular intermediary/seller even if there is no intermediation value, just to consume the information goods. The previous analysis argues that one of the source of profit is that producers are not willing to pay anything if consumers leave the platform. Thus there is some profit qm that vanishes when the competing platform attracts consumers and this profit could not be appropriated by a competitor. This is no longer true with tying of valuable services.
Suppose that all agents receive an extra value v in addition to intermediation with any intermediary, with a cost γ for the platform. First it is not clear that this will modify the nature of equilibrium prices and avoid negative prices. Consider the case with transaction fees. The profit of an active platform setting P t = S is
The zero profit result derived in the case of full non-distortionary taxation is still valid. Indeed setting P t = S eliminates the two-sided nature of the market, and agents would simply join the lowest registration platform so that the traditional undercutting Bertrand logic applies. Still prices will be positive only if γ is large enough, which is not the case for information goods.
Consider now the case where there is no transaction registration fee. Then in the above reasoning on the divide and conquer strategy, the registration fee for producers must convince them to give up v thus (for fixed m and n):
Then, provided that q < v, this leads to the condition that the platform 1 profit is less than (s − π). By symmetry, whenever p < v, we find that the active platform profit must be less than (π − s) . But min{s − π, π − s} is negative so that if both prices are below v, both registration fees need to be negative otherwise the second platform has a profitable conquering strategy.
Indeed, as shown in Jullien (2000) , if the two intermediaries tie the intermediation with other information goods, and this goods are valuable enough, the two-sided nature of the market intensifies competition. In particular, a (pure) equilibrium may not exist if the two intermediation platforms offer similar services. This suggests that intermediation markets may be unstable or "too contestable". Jullien (2000) then argues that the intermediaries can evade from competition by combining two strategies; -Product differentiation: Intermediaries may differentiate the information goods they tie with the service. They then segment the intermediation market, focusing only on a subpopulation. This may involve strategic degradation of the quality of some services, as a commitment not to compete on some subsegment of the population. Clearly these strategies leading to a peaceful coexistence of differentiated platforms involves inefficiencies. In particular, platforms do not exploit all the potential gains from network effects.
-Information sharing: Differentiated intermediaries may soften competition by sharing their information and allowing their customers to access to the competitors' networks. Doing that, they reduce the importance of network effects at the platform level as they are transferred at the market level. The reason is that "divide and conquer" strategies rely on network effects within an intermediary network and they are very powerful competitive tool. By eliminating the strategic attractiveness of "divide and conquer" strategies, information sharing, and more generally compatibility between network goods, may soften competition. An example of this strategy is the increased cooperation of traditional stock markets, partly as a reaction to the emerging on-line electronic exchanges.
Product differentiation
Product differentiation is addressed in Jullien (2000) and Armstrong (2002) . In particular, Armstrong extends the analysis by allowing horizontal differ-entiation. He assumes that for each side the two platforms are differentiated à la Hotelling, with the "transportation cost" being additive to the utility from transactions. Assuming no transaction fees, and that the unit transportation costs are high enough so that both platforms are active, Armstrong concludes that equilibrium prices on both sides are below the standard Hotelling equilibrium prices (marginal cost plus unit transport cost). The interpretation of the monopoly pricing extends to this case. The standard Hotelling equilibrium prices are adjusted to include a "subsidy" for the two-sided network effects. Hence, a consumer receives a subsidy π corresponding to the price increase that its inclusion in the network of the intermediary allows to charge on the producers. The reverse holds for producers.
This corroborates Jullien (2000) finding that two-sided network externalities reduce the equilibrium profits. In particular, intermediation platforms would benefit by being compatible as this would eliminate the two sided network effects.
Multi-homing
In many cases, participants to an intermediation market need not deal with only one intermediary. Fort instance, websurfers usually "surf" by using the services of several search engines or information services. By analogy with website hosting, let us refer to the fact that agent uses the services of several intermediaries as multi-homing. Notice that it is more difficult to impose exclusivity in the on-line intermediation activity compared with the brick and mortar situation, as it is easier to monitor the use of physical goods. Thus multi-homing is more likely on-line. Caillaud and Jullien (2003) analyze the outcome of Bertrand type competition with transaction fees in this context. The main insights from the exclusivity case extend to this case. Competitive strategies can be analyzed as divide and conquer strategies as discussed above. The difference is that it is easier to divide since agent may join two platforms, and need not unregister from the first platform to register with the second platform. But in this context, the number of possible profitable strategies increases. Indeed a platform may try to corner the market but it may also opt for a less aggressive strategy by inducing multi-homing: the two intermediation platforms then are active and some agents register to both. Several aspects are worth mentioning.
i) With positive transaction fees, multi-homing agents will try to concentrate their activity on the low transaction fee platforms. This creates two levels of competition. Intermediaries compete to attract registration, and in a second stage they compete to attract transaction of multi-homers. This competition tends to reduce transaction fees. One should thus expect platforms to charge less transaction fees if there is a large extent of multi-homing.
ii) With imperfect intermediation activities, multi-homing may be efficient as it may allow to use a second intermediation service when one has failed to perform. So efficiency may obtain with a single active platform or two active platforms. In Caillaud and Jullien (2003) , there always exists an efficient equilibrium, but profits are positive unike the exclusivity case.
iii) The case where two platforms are active is interesting as it involves some type of endogenous vertical differentiation. In such a scenario, the platforms set different transaction fees. All agents register to both platforms and try to use the low transaction fee platform to operate their trade (the first source). They then use the service of the high transaction fee / low registration fee platform (the second source) only when they didn't find a trading on the other platform. This is reminiscent of Ambrus and Argenziano (2003) analysis. Gabszewitcz and Wauthy (2004) reach a similar conclusion on endogenous vertical differentiation in a model where producers multi-home but consumers register with one platform only. There is no transaction fees but populations are heterogeneous, and differentiation comes from different masses of agents on each platform. iv) When some agents are multi-homing, platforms do not really compete for their registrations as the price of one platform does not affect the net gains of the agent on the other platform. Competition for these agents is then transferred either to the internal market for transaction (if the other side also multi-home), or to the other side registration market (as increased participation of the other side allows to raise the price for the multi-homing side). Some "semi-collusive" equilibrium emerges in which one side of the market multi-home and not the other side. Part of the profit is competed away on single-homers, but it is compensated by large registration fees for multi-homers. This type of situation, although the least efficient, may generate the highest industry profit.
Conclusion
Info-mediation requires that the various sides of the market agree on using the same services. Thus the services of intermediaries on-line can be seen as a platform on which trading partners meet and interact. Such platforms are subject to two-sided network externalities, a potential source of market failure. In such a context, traditional price analysis does not apply. Intermediary should be seen as setting a price structure, and evaluating the impact of this price structure globally accounting for indirect effects. The approach of the activity in terms of two-sided markets brings some preliminary conclusions.
First pricing should and will involve some form of cross-subsidy. The service provider will attract one side of the market with a low price in order to stimulate the participation of the other one. Typically the low externality side of the market should be the target for subsidy. Competition in this context will exacerbate the tendency to cross-subsidy as competitive strategies involve a divide and conquer dimension. While ex-post concentration is likely to occur, competition should discipline the market to a larger extent than with standard isotropic network effects, although not fully. The contestable nature of such markets remains a debatable question as it seems to rely on extreme strategies that should be risky in more uncertain context.
Two questions remain to address. First it is unclear whether the nature of market failures justifies or not some regulation, and which form it would take. Second given that these markets are concentrated due to network effects, they should fall under the scrutiny of anti-trust authorities. So far the implications of the type of "competitive cross-subsidy" occurring in these markets for the conduct of anti-trust policy have not been properly addressed. To the least it is important that anti-trust authorities understand the economic rational of these practice and their pro-competitive effects. They should also be aware that tying with information goods may be introduced for efficiency purpose such as solving coordination problems. 23 Another conclusion is that platforms should try to intervene on the design of the trading process so as to raise the total surplus from the transactions operated on the platforms. This may involve direct interventions, or some indirect effect through prices. about the potential softening of competition that may result from systematic multi-homing. In particular, mandatory access to each other platform may not always be in the best interest of consumers if it leads to higher prices.
